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On Formant Extraction Based on Transfer Function

Gang-Yi Jiang*, Tae-Young Choi*, Mei Yu*

Abstract

This paper focuses on extracting formants from transfer function, derived from linear prediction analysis of speech signal. 

The second derivative of the log magnitude spectrum of the transfer function, the first and third derivatives of the phase 

spectrum of the transfer function in the z-plane are discussed. Their resolutions of detecting formants are analyzed and some 

comparisons are given. Theoretical analyses and experimental results show that the third derivative of the phase spectrum 

decays more rapidly around the formant locations than the first derivative of the phase spectrum and the second derivative of 

the log magnitude spectrum. Compared with the second derivative of the log spectrum and the first derivative of the phase 

spectrum, the 한lird derivative of the phase spectrum has higher resolution in frequency domain and provides more accurate 

fonnant extraction.

I. Introduction

Speech is produced when air is forced from lungs 

through vocal cords and along vocal tract. The vocal tract 

extends from the opening in the vocal cords to the mouth. 

It introduces short-term correlations into speech signal, 

and can be thought of as a filter with broad resonances 

called formants. The frequencies of these formants are 

controlled by varying the shape of the vocal tract, for 

example by moving the position of the tongue [1,2]. The 

formant frequencies are important parameters for 

characterizing speech signals, and for this reason, effective 

algorithms for formant extraction are useful for speech 

analysis, synthesis, and coding.

Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is one of the most 

powerful speech analysis techniques and one of the most 

useful methods for encoding good quality speech at a low 

bit rate. It also provides accurate estimates of speech 

parameters, and is relatively efficient for computation [3]. 

A distinct advantage of linear predictive method of 

fonnant analysis is that the formant center frequency and 

bandwidth can be determined accurately by factorizing 

the predictor polynomial. Many methods have been 

presented to extract formants of speech signal by using 

LPC [4-9丄 McCandless proposed an algorithm to extract
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the first three formants automatically from linear 

prediction spectra [8]. Christensen et al. have given a 

comparison of three typical methods of extracting 

resonance information from prediction coefficient coded 

speech, that is, finding poles of the transfer function, 

picking peaks of the log magnitude spectrum, and picking 

peaks of the second derivative of the log magnitude 

spectrum with s-plane. Spurious peaks are rare with linear 

prediction spectra and less of a problem than with 

cepstrally smoothed spectra [9]. However, merged peaks 

with prediction coefficient spectra are still a significant 

problem in extracting formants.

In this paper, the algorithms of formant extraction by 

using transfer function, derived from LPC, are studied, the 

magnitude and phase of the transfer function are 

discussed in z-plane. A comparison of three ways of 

obtaining resonance locations of the transfer function is 

given. The three ways are picking peaks of the second 

derivative of the log spectrum, picking peaks of the first 

derivative of the phase spectrum, and picking peaks of the 

third derivative of the phase spectrum. The results show 

that the third derivative of phase spectrum of the transfer 

function has higher frequency resolution and outperforms 

the second derivative of the log magnitude spectrum and 

the first derivative of phase spectrum of the transfer 

function in extracting formants.
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II- Formant Extraction from Transfer Function

Linear prediction analysis has become the predominant 

technique for estimating the basic speech parameters 

such as pitch, formants, spectra, vocal tract area 

functions, etc. and for representing speech for low bit rate 

transmission or storage. The theory and methods of 

obtaining prediction coefficients from speech signal have 

been discussed in the literatures [2,3]. In LPC model, 

speech samples s(n) are related to the excitation u(n) by 

the simple difference equation

p
s(n) = £ 아- 幻 + Gu(n) ⑴

Jc=l

where (ak; k=l,…,P} are prediction coefficients which are 

assumed to be constant oyer the speech analysis frame, 

and G is the gain of the excitation u(n).

In z transform domain, a transfer function H(z) from 

Eq.(l) is represented as follows

H(z) =
S(z) 

GU(z) (2)

Formants can be estimated from the prediction 

coefficients. The most direct way is to factorize the 

predictor polynomial and, based on the roots obtained, try 

to decide which are formants and which correspond to 

spectral shaping poles. The alternative way of estimating 

formants is to obtain the spectrum, and chose the formants 

by picking peak.

The above transfer function H(z) can also be expressed 

into cascade form

H(z) equal to zero, the center frequencies and bandwidths 

are solved by finding the corresponding roots [4]. 

However, it is quite difficult to find out the roots quickly 

and efficiently.

The peak-picking method from the magnitude-spectrum 

of the transfer function [5] encounters the problem of 

merged formants since resonances with large bandwidths 

are easily masked by other resonances close to them. As 

one solution of this problem, McCandless suggested re

computing the transfer function at radii inside the unit 

circle, so as to separate two merged formants [8]. The 

other solution is to use the second derivative of the log 

magnitude spectrum, which was described and analyzed 

with s-plane [9].

In this paper, we analyze the derivatives of the log 

magnitude spectrum and the phase spectrum of the transfer 

function in the z-plane. Here, the description of the second 

derivatives of the log magnitude spectrum is modified and 

is a little different from [9]. Ajt first, consider a single 

resonator with two conjugate poles such that

H(z) =---------?--------— —--------------------- * ,] (6)
1 - axz -陰 (1 -平)(1 - Zi z )

where zi = ri exp(j^i). On the unit circle in z-plane, the 

frequency responses of H(z) are expressed as follows

（1一砧w）（i-孕州） (7)

H(z) =
1 

nci-^p) (3)

where Zk, Zk exp(/^k ), is the location of k-th pole of 

H(z) in the z-plane.

If transfer function H(z) is stable, all of its poles are 

inside the unit circle in the z-plane. Then, the frequency Fk 

and bandwidth Bk of the k-th formant are represented by

1^)1=^=,……——------上=2 ....... — (8)
+ 一2耳 cos(w_q)J(l + *2 _2*cos(w + q)

以卬)=-10(log10(l + 彳 一2* cos(w-们))

+ iog10(l + *2 - 2* cos(w + 伤))) ⑼

饥 w) = a”tan 二通므史二也Tarctan 二通2此으丄 (10)
i-*cos(w-q) i-*cos(w+q)

Fk=0t/27iT,

where w, w=2”FT, denotes an이e frequency in radians/s. 
IH(eJW)l, L(w), and 執w) denote magnitude spectrum, log 

magnitude spectrum, and phase spectrum, respectively. 

The second derivative of L(w), and the first and third 

derivatives of p(w) are given by

Bk = —ln(^)/^T (5) L⑵(w)

where T is the sample period.

With the P-th degree polynomial in the denominator of

(*(l +《)cos(w_&)_2f 匕(1 + *2)c°S(W + &) - 2*2 
((1 + f ~ 2冃 cos(w - 0] ))2 (1 + f cos(w + Q ))2 (11)
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„(i>(w) = rlcos(wM) * 彳-*cos(w + S) (]2)

1 + 彳- 2*cqs(w-S) l + *2 ~2*cds(w + 8[)

叩⑶。，) 드，i(l").

([+ *2)cos(w _ &) — 2*(] + sin"* — q))
(1 +《一 2* cos(w - S )3

+ (1 + *2)cos( w + q) - 2* (1 + sin? (w + 们))) (】》

(1 + z;2 - 2r\ cos(w + 0))3

where c느-201ogioe.

Now consider the behavior of Eqs.(7)-(13), we have 
Property-1 IH(eJW)l and L(w) are even-symmetry with 
respect to w=k, and «w) is odd-symmetry, while I尸(w), 

矿)(w) and f피(w) are all even-symmetry with respect to 

w=，r.

Property-2 From the above equations, it is clear that the 

negative peak or positive peak will appear approximately 

to Hi, which is the basis of detecting formants with peak

picking methods.

Property-3 Consider formant frequencies and formant 
bandwidths of speech signals, the second terms of L⑵(w), 

p⑴(w) and 矿)(w) can be often neglected within angle 

frequency from 0 to 元

For example, when Fi=200Hz and Bi=90Hz, the ratios 

of the first term to the second one in Eqs.(ll), (12), and 

(13) are 81.61, 627.08, and 2170.15, respectively. Figure 
1. shows IH(ew)l, L(w), L⑵(w), p(w), 矿'(w) and 우이(w), 

where the formant frequency Ft and formant bandwidth Bi 

of the transfer function is 2000Hz and 80Hz, respectively. 

The sampling period T is adopted as 0.0001, and the 

horizontal axes denotes frequency F varying from 0 to 

5000Hz (that is, w changes from 0 to 冗).In this case, the 

ratios of the first term to the second one in Eqs.(ll), (12), 

and (13) are 5728.75, 79.69, and 27555640.69, 

respectively. For Figures 1(a), 1(b), 1(c), 1(e), and 1(f), 

the negative peak or positive peak appears at 2000Hz, 

which implies that formants are extracted not only from 

the log magnitude spectrum of the transfer function but 

also from the phase spectrum. Based on property-2 and the 

results in Figure 1, we can obtain new algorithms of 

detecting formants by using the derivatives of the phase 

spectrum of the transfer function.

Property-4 If w=。】，Eqs.(H), (12), and (13) are simply 

represented by

昂， (14)

时以印”己， (15)

If

烈耕腊， (16)

With the above relationships, the corresponding 

bandwidth can be calculated by estimating n, if any 
effective peak of L⑵(w),矿(W) or 矿)(w) is discovered and 

the corresponding formant is detected. In Figure 1, the 
bandwidths of the formant detected by L⑵(w), "'(w) and 

卩⑶(w) are 80.01Hz, 81.00Hz, and 80.00Hz, respectively.

Let biL, bis, bin, and bi« be the bandwidths of peaks of 
L(w), L⑵(w), f°(w) and 矿,(w). In Figure 1, bit, b心，bm, 

(d) gw) (e) #⑴(w) (0 w⑶(w)

Figure 1. The frequency response of a single resonator (Fl=2000Hz, Bl=80Hz).
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and bi« are 478Hz, 28Hz, 52Hz, and 20Hz, respectively. It 
is seen that bn> Bi> bi「> biL2> bi«, which means that 矿 

(w) decays most rapidly as Iw-^J increases, and 矿'has the 

highest resolving power in frequency domain. To compare 

them carefully, Figure 2 shows the curves of bn. /Bl, 

biu /Bi, bin/Bi, and bi«/Bi, where the formant bandwidth 

Bi varies from 20 to 500Hz and Fi is 2000Hz. biu /Bi, bir 

i/Bi, and bi»/Bi are all less than 1, and bi»/Bi<biL2/Bi,<biF 

i/Bi. The results also indicate that the frequency resolution 
of detecting formant by using p⑴(w), L⑵(w) and 矿'(w) are 

higher than that by using IH(eJW)l or L(w) directly, and the 

third derivative of phase spectrum,矿'(w), has the highest 

frequency resolution.

Figure 2. biL/Bl, biLi/Bi, bin/Bi, andbira/Bi (Fi=2000Hz).

It is well-known that the high frequency resolution of 

detecting formant is of utmost importance in order to 

separate the merged formants and extract accurately 

parameters. Now, the transfer function H(z) is assumed to 

have two pairs of conjugate poles, and described by

H ⑵(1-4尸)(1 - zfz-l)(l - z2z"')(l - zZ') (17)

where zi = ri exp( jHi) and zi = 口 exp(他).

The corresponding L⑵(w), ""(w) and 矿,(w) are given 

as follows

L⑵(w)

=y /%(1 +，；)cos(w-0，，)-2，;2 * 匕(1 + 4允3("，+0，，)_2{]] 
-£ I (1 + 宀 2% cos(w - 4))2 (1 + 宀 2rn cos(w + 0„))2 户为

殆(w)我 一也尹으.迎二般._+ %fcos(w + q)
勺 1 +，2%cos(w-Q) \ + rn -2^cos(w + 0n) '

时％卩)=力土(Iff

n=l
(1 + f)cos(w 2 匕(1 + sii】2(w - Q))

(1 + ^-2/; cos(w-0n)3

I (l + f)cQs(w + q)-2?;(l + sin2(w+0“))
(1 + 4-2，;cos(w + Q,)3 (2。)

Property-5 If the first formant Bx is far from the second 
one 仇丄⑵但)，p⑴但)and 矿0), and n=l or 2, may be 

computed by Eqs.(14), (15), and (16). However, if the two 

formants are quite close, Eqs,(14), (15), and (16) are 

modified by

l(2)(0)~ / * + 如+ 片)cos(S-0)-如2) (21)
1 1(1-*)2 (1+ 片-2弓 cos(Q-02))2 丿

(泸0 X 二5_____ ，，弓 cos(Q-q) (22)
1 1-7] ] + * ―力次硕⑶ _。2)

时30片■驻g (1 2).
(1-*)

(1 + *)cos(0[ - 0)- "(1 + 血2(侪-为)
(l + 片-花cos(R-02))3 (

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the results of deteting two 

merged formants with Afferent formant bandwidths by 

using three ways, in which Fi and Fi are 1900Hz and 

2000Hz, respectively. Figures 3(a), 4(a), and 5(a) 아low the 

log magnitude spectrums, where the two formant 

bandwid나is, (B), Bz), in three cases are (90Hz,110Hz), 

(140Hz,160Hz), and (190Hz,210Hz), respectively. Figures 

3(b), 4(b), and 5(b) corresponds to the detection results 
with L⑵(w), Figures 3(c), 4(c), and 5(c) for 卩⑴(w), and 

Figures 3(d), 4(d), and 5(d) for 砂”(w). It is seen that 나le 

merged formants can not be distinguished by IH(e )1 and 

L(w) but may be done by the derivatives of the log 
magnitude spectrum and the phase spectrum, since p⑶(w), 

L⑵(w) and p⑴(w) have higher frequency resolving 

capabilities than IH(eJW)l and L(w). Compared with L⑵(w) 

and ""(w),矿(w) shows the most powerful capability to 

distinguish two merged formants. In Figure 5, L⑵(w) and 

f n(w) fail to separate two merged formants with large 

bandwidths, however,矿'(w) still does it well. The 

estimated formant parameters are given in Table 1, in 

which the first column denotes the given formant 

bandwidths in three cases, the others denote the extracted 

formant parameters by using (w), L (w) and fp (w), 

respectively. In the table, the real (Bi, Bi) for the first case 

is (90Hz,l 10Hz), there are two pairs of the detection 

bandwidths obtained by each method. The upper pair of 

the detected bandwidths are obtained by Property-4 while 

the lower ones, marked with shadows, are obtained by 

Property-5. The results in Table 1 and Figures 3, 4, and 5 
show that 矿)(w) can extract more accurate formants than 

卩⑴(w) and L⑵(w), because its resolution in frequency axis
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Figure 3. Two merged formants with (Fi ,F2) = (1900Hz, 2000Hz), (Bi, Bi) = (90Hz, 110Hz).

Figure 4. Two merged formants with (Fi ) 그 (1900Hz, 2000Hz), (Bi, B2) = (140Hz, 160Hz).

(d) ?>(3>(w).

is much higher than those of p⑴(w) and L⑵(w).

Finally, for the transfer function H(z) in Eq.(3), the 

second derivative of the log magnitude spectrum, the first 

and third derivatives of the phase spectrum are represented 

as follows

肿(w) = R +pc。迎 2,)-2，打
스] ](l + 4-2%cos(w-q))2 丿 ')

<p^w) = ± 注쯰*，) (25)
스 l + %2-2%cos(w-q) 3

时％，，) = £ 展I-，；).
n=l

(1 + f )cos(w — Q) — 2^(1 + si『(w -
{ (1 切匚五COS(W — q)3 ' (的

When a formant 队 is not close to other formants and the 
interactions of the other formants are neglected,矿0), 

1尸(仇)，and p⑴(R) can be computed similar to Eqs.(14), 

(15), and (16). Otherwise, they are computed as follows

州）서南+冷縁崙 (27)

时昭) = 그_ I*/；#*)
(28)

时槌) 吟으坪 + 弓(1“).

(1 + r2)cos(0k 一0)亠叫(1 + sin?(& -0 )) 
(l“-％COsOq))3 (29)

where 队 is assumed to be close to S.

DI- Experimental Results

With the above-mentioned, some other simulations of 
three algorithms, L⑵(w), p⑴(w) and 矿)(w), for extracting 

formant have been performed. In the first test, the real 

frequencies and bandwidths of four formants of the 

transfer function are assumed to be known, a comparison 

of three algorithms to extract the formants is shown in 

Figure 6 and Table 2. Figures 6(a), (b), (c), and (d) 아 

L(w), L<2>(w), p⑴(w) and p⑶(w) respectively. The 

horizontal axes in the figures denotes frequency F varying 

from 0 to 5000Hz (that is, w changes from 0 to ”). Table 2 

shows the extracted formant parameters. The first column 

in Table 2 denotes the real frequencies and bandwidths of 

four formants, and the other three columns represent the 
extracted formant parameters by using F⑴(w), I尸(w) and 

"회(w), respectively. In Figure 6, 矿'(w) separates the first 

and second formants well, while 矿'(w) and L?'(w) fail to 

distinguish the two formants. In Table 2, the formant 
bandwidths extracted by p⑶(w) are smaller than those by 

9尸(w) and L⑵(w) and it is also clear that the formant 

frequencies and bandwidths estimated by p⑶(w) are the 

most approximate to the real values. For formant 

extraction by using derivatives of magnitude and phase 

spectrums of transfer function,the higher frequency 

resolution of an algorithm is, the better the merged 

formants are separated and the more accurate the extracted 

parameters are. The more accurate results are obtained by 
矿'(w), because it has higher resolving power than 9舟(w) 

and L⑵(w).
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(a) L(w), (b) L⑵(w), (c) ?>mM, (d) p(3,(w).

Figure 5. Two merged fbnnants with (Fi ) = (1900Hz, 2000Hz), (Bi, Bi) = (190Hz, 210Hz).

(b) L®(w),(a) L(w),

Figure 6. A comparison of three algorithms to extract the formants.

Table 1. Comparison of three ways for formant extraction(unit: Hz).

P(1)(W) L ⑵(w) P(3)(w)

(F], F2) (Bi，B2) (Fi，F2) (% B2) (Fn F2) (A B2)

(B2M90J10) ()903,1994) (78.07,94.42)
(93.29,117.42) (1900,2001) (94.02,120.55) (1900,2001) (91.91,114.75)

(90.63,110.47) (90.09,110.07)

(曰，B2>(140,160) Fj-1913 Bi=107.44 (1902,1998) (144.79,173.20) (1899,2001) (147.58,177.45)
(142.50,161.55) |(f4f46J6O62r

(Bi，B2>(190,210) Fj=1930 曰 키 31.15 Fi=1909 B】=186.52 (1900,2002) (203.31,240.52)
(194.85.211.61)

Table 2. Comparison of three ways for formant extraction(unit: Hz).

P(1)(W) L<2)(w) 热w)

(Fn BD=(750, 80)
(756, 60.15) (752,78.15)

(750,81.65)

(F2, B2)=(800, 120) (805,123.27)

(F3, B3)=(18OO, 150) (1800, 176.60) (1800,151.32) (1800,150.00)

( F4, BQ드(3200, 200) (3200, 253.42) (3200,201.40) (3200,200.00)

Table 3. Extracted formants of speech signal using three ways(unit: Hz).

0 ⑴(w) L<2)(w) 妒"(w)

(F】，B.) (904, 110.15) (904,110.15) (904,109.18)

(f2, b2) (1436,265.50) (1 왜36,203.12) (1436,197.12)

(F3, b3) (2601, 183.98) (2601,148.12) (2601,146.66)

(f4, b4) (3530, 121.65) (3530,112.35) (3530,112.25)

Three algorithms are used for formant extraction of 

practical speech signal. Here, speech signal was low-pass 

filtered at 4500Hz and sampled at 10000Hz. Each frame of 

speech signal was multiplied by a Hanning window of 

25.6ms duration and then the short time autocorrelation 

sequence was calculated and used to twelve predictive 

coefficients [9]. A distinct advantage of linear predictive 

method of formant analysis is that the center frequency 

and bandwidth of formant can be determined accurately by 

factoring the predictor polynomial. Extraneous poles are 

generally easily isolated in the LPC analysis since their 

bandwidths are often very large, compared to what one 

would expect for typical bandwidths of speech formants. 

The advantage of the phase over the magnitude of the 
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transfer function is that the phase is linear for all poles. 

After speech is inputted, filtered, and sampled, linear 

prediction analysis is done with each frame of speech 

signal. The corresponding prediction coefficients ( ak ; 

k=l,...,P} are obtained, the magnitude and phase 

spectrums of Eq.(2) are represented by

1W)I=—— ------------------- 歹-----------

1(1 coskw)2 + (£aksinbv)2
1/ *니 *=i

p
sin^w

(p(w) = arctan *=lf-------------
1 - cos kw 

k=l

(30)

(31)

The corresponding L iw), p (w) and f (w), are 

computed. Figure 7 shows one of frames of speech signal, 
LPC log magnitude spectrum L(w), L⑵(w), LPC phase 

spectrum «w),矿'(w), and 矿)(w), respectively. Table 3 

shows the estimated fonnant parameters. Similarly, the 
formant bandwidths estimated by p0)(w) in Table 3 are 

also smaller than those by ""(w), and L⑶(w) due to the 

higher resolution of 卩⑶(w), which implies that p⑶(w) 

extracts more accurate formant bandwidths than 矿)(w) 

and L<2)(w).

In a word, the frequency resolution in three algorithms 

decides the accuracy of the extracted fbrmant parameters. 

The above theoretical analysis and experimental results 

have shown that the third derivative of the phase spectrum 
of transfer function,矿)(w), decays more rapidly around 

the formant location than first derivative of the phase 
spectrum,矿)(w), and the second derivative of the log 

magnitude spectrum, L⑵(w). It implies that 矿)(w) has the 

highest resolution in three algorithms. Therefore,卩⑶(w) 

obtains the most accurate formant parameters in three 

algorithms.

IV. Conclusions

For the purpose of obtaining the formant locations from 

transfer function with a predictor- coefficient set, we have 

analyzed the derivative of the log magnitude spectrum and 

the phase spectrum of the transfer function in the z-plane 

and discussed their resolutions of detecting formants. The 

advantage of the phase over the magnitude of the transfer 

function is that the phase is linear for all poles. It is well- 

known that the high frequency resolution of detecting 

fonnants is of utmost importance in order to distinguish 

the merged formants and extract parameters accurately, 
p⑶(w) decays more rapidly as Iw-^J increases, compared 

with p⑴(w) and L⑵(w). The experimental results show 

that the third derivative of phase spectrum of the transfer 
function,砂'(w), has higher frequency resolution to extract 

formants and obtains more accurate formant parameters 

than the second derivative of the log magnitude spectrum,

(c) L ⑵(w),

어) <p (w), (e) 印⑴(w), (f) 9⑶(w)

Figure 7. Formant extraction of speech signal by three algorithms.
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